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Abstract
Adverse conditions during pregnancy, such as chronic diseases (e.g. infections, hypertension), exposure to certain drugs (e.g. tobacco), and malnutrition can lead to fetal growth impairment resulting in low birth weight newborns. These low birth weight newborns, as well as high birth weight newborns (often resulting from gestational diabetes), have increased risk for developing chronic non-communicable diseases (e.g. obesity, type II diabetes, cardiovascular disease) long term. Our group describes evidence that altered fetal growth leads to the programming of food preferences and feeding behaviour. We also explore the mechanisms responsible for the association between altered fetal growth and specific food preferences, as well as variables that can moderate this association. The findings point to a persistent alteration in food preferences in individuals exposed to fetal growth restriction or overgrowth, which possibly contributes to the development of chronic non-communicable diseases in adult life.
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